RESIDENCIES. RENTALS. RETREATS.

FACILITY INFORMATION

WELCOME TO OUR HOME
Established by celebrated choreographer Stephen
Petronio in 2017, the Petronio Residency Center is a
retreat in which to study, work, and experiment while
cut loose from the overbearing pressures of day-today living. It is situated 2.5 hours north of New York
City on 177 acres in the Catskill Mountains.
“The power of being surrounded and cradled in green, natural and
protected space is at the heart PRC. This is a rare place to disappear,
to investigate in quiet tranquility as well as be energized by a natural
habitat and organic gardens that supply the retreat.”
-Stephen Petronio
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MAIN HOUSE
The Main House will be the focal point for your stay: A
great hall for gatherings and meals; chef’s kitchen, casual
media room, and other informal spaces for engagement;
magnificent views of the Catskills to afford the highest
level of communal dialogue.

SPECIFICATIONS
• 6,500 sq/ft modern house
• Full service kitchen with
on-site catering from our
organic garden
• Sleeping accommodations for up
to 14 people
- 1 master bedroom suite
- 2 double bedrooms
- 1 triple bedroom
- 1 queen size room
- 1 lounge & sleeper couch
- 1 Loft & sleeper couch
- 5 full bathrooms
- 2 half bathrooms
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GREAT HALL
The Great Hall, with its soaring majestic
views, is the year-round gathering place
for all who stay. Whether nestled fireside
or gazing over the mountains and valleys,
the Hall is the perfect place for lively
exchange of thought.

“It was the perfect place for our retreat
and many of our guests would be happy
to live there throughout the year… The
experience will live in our memories for a
long time.”
-Adrea Robles
Liberation Yoga and Wellness
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MASTER SUITE
Enjoy optimal stunning views and
comfort in this en suite deluxe bedroom,
only a stone’s throw from our 2,500
square foot studio.

SPECIFICATIONS:
•
•
•
•
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1 King size bed
Dressing room
Luxurious full bathroom with
Jacuzzi
1 single futon

DANCERS' WING
A haven that is connected but discretely
separate from the Main House allows
attendees some independence. The Dancers'
Wing will afford the opportunity for artists
or participants to share time to reflect on the
day’s work. Complete with an attached
kitchen and washer/dryer set, guests will
feel right at home.

THE ROCKEFELLER BROTHERS FUND
DANCERS’ LOUNGE
A lounge at the center of the Dancers’
Wing brings artists together in a secluded
but central space, ideal for relaxation,
bodywork, and socializing. This room can
also be converted into a bedroom with 1
queen sleeper couch.
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DANCERS’ BEDROOMS
Participants will return from the day’s
activities to en suite home-away-fromhome chambers. All bedrooms look out onto
beautiful views of gardens, grounds and
mountains and allow for the rest and
restoration that inform maximal use of body
and mind while at the Petronio Residency
Center.

The Maia Kiran & Misa Kien Lim Laurie Bedroom with full bath

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•

Bedroom A: 1 queen size bed with full bath
Bedroom B: 3 single beds with ½ bath access
Bedroom C: 2 single beds with full bath
Bedroom D: 2 single beds with full bath

*See house plan on page 14 for room layout
Single room with full bath
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LIBRARY SLEEPING LOFT
High above the Main House Great Hall is
the Library Sleeping Loft for smaller
gatherings, quiet reflection and
meetings. This space can also be used as
a bedroom and includes a full bathroom.

SPECIFICATIONS:
•
•
•
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1 day bed
1 double sleeper couch
Full bathroom

KITCHEN & ALAN GOSULE’S WINE ROOM
NAMED BY NINA MATIS

A full service catering kitchen replete with ample seating
provides a communal space that is centrally located
between the Great Hall and the Dancers’ Wing. Luscious
chef prepared meals cooked with the bounty of the
Center’s organic garden and locally sourced foods will
feed the body, mind and heart of residents and visitors.

Located adjacent to the Main House kitchen, the casual
seating area features a fireplace, couch, Wet Bar and
Alan Gosule Wine Room with a 3,200 bottle capacity,
providing a myriad of opportunities for the best of
social encounters.
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MR. FRIEDA’S ORGANIC GARDEN &
ON SITE CATERER
NAMED BY CINDY SHERMAN

Sustaining a healthy and balanced life of
creativity means nourishing the body and
mind. The garden provides the ultimate
locally-sourced farm-to-table experience.
Meals are prepared by a local, on-site chef
using the vegetables and herbs from the
organic garden.
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ANISH KAPOOR
DANCE STUDIO
FUNDED, IN PART, BY NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS

At the heart of the residency is a sprung wood floor within
the Anish Kapoor Dance Studio that will serve movers for
years to come. Artists will find themselves on the best
possible surface for creativity and boundless possibilities.
This space can be used for dance, music and theater
rehearsals, yoga classes, movement workshops and more.
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“The blending of people, within a space, experiencing a single
environment together for a time, with only the simple desire to
create something together puts a spirit and a life force into art,
like nothing else will.”
-Wendy Whelan, Dance Artist

THE SURROUNDS
THE PERCH

The Petronio Residency Center is nestled in a rich forest
preserve replete with biodiversity and hiking trails
allowing for private encounters with the natural world.

BRIENZA POND

Inspiration in the sky is the only
description of The Perch that can
suffice. Suspended in the tree
canopy with views of three states,
this is the ultimate seasonal retreat
spot at the Petronio Residency
Center, suitable for one to twelve
dreamers.

NAMED FOR BOARD CHAIR
JILL BRIENZA

The pond, with its rustic
footbridge, is an ideal location
for residents to “get away”
and reflect without going far.

HIKING TRAILS
PRC rests on 177 acres of land
with multiple accessible hiking
trails scattered throughout.
Participants can wander
through nature to clear their
minds from the day’s work.

“The Petronio Residency Center is a gorgeous creative sanctuary. From
the moment I arrived, I felt nurtured by the deep quiet of the forest.”
-Hope Mohr, Dance Artist
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THE SURROUNDS
FELDMAN HEARTH

NAMED FOR RICHARD FELDMAN/SHS FOUNDATION

The hearth is a perfect spot for outdoor
socializing around a fire on cooler nights,
and with its cozy Adirondack chairs has
become a favorite location to enjoy
morning coffee.

BONNIE’S FIRE PIT
The fire pit, with a panoramic view of the
mountains and valleys below, is an ideal
gathering place for daytime huddles or
nighttime marshmallow roasting.
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HOUSE FLOOR PLAN
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For additional information, please contact:

ALYSON POU
PROGRAMMING & FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT
AT PETRONO RESIDENCY CENTER
alyson@stephenpetronio.com
www.petron.io/prc
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